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Clean Coaching - Angela Dunbar 2016-10-14
Most coaches today see their role as mainly non-directive, helping to
uncover their coachee’s own wisdom. However, coaches may unwittingly
and unconsciously constrain what their coachees talk and think about,
getting in the way of unique, self-generated solutions. Clean Coaching
provides a different, simple yet highly effective approach to one-to-one
facilitation. It is a style, strategy and set of techniques that help coachees
gain insight and make changes through discovering more about their
own ‘insider’ perspective: of themselves and the world around them.
Through the use of specifically-phrased, structured coaching questions,
the coach’s own biased perspectives are stripped from their language,
ensuring the coachee’s unique personal experience is honoured. In Clean
Coaching, Angela Dunbar explains how this approach works in practical
terms, with descriptions of how to structure a Clean Coaching session
and the steps to take within such a session. The book gives detailed
descriptions of the kinds of questions to ask and provides a wealth of
analogues, examples and case studies to bring the descriptions alive,
offering a clear blueprint for action. In addition, the book explains where
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Clean Coaching has come from, describing the development of Clean
Language and other "Clean" approaches by the psychologist and
psychotherapist David Grove. It also tracks how "Clean" approaches have
been adopted and adapted by other practitioners. Dunbar draws on
current research in the fields of developmental, neurological, cognitive
and social psychology to demonstrate why Clean Coaching works so
successfully. Exploring Clean Coaching in detail, and informed by both
research and practice, this book will be a valuable resource for coaches
at all levels, including executive coaches and those in training, as well as
managers and executives acting in a coaching capacity.
Sociopathic Society - Charles Derber 2015-11-17
Charles Derber introduces and vividly explains the idea of a sociopathic
society and why the idea has become necessary to understand today s
world.Sociopathic society is rooted in governments and economies, not
psychiatry. The book offers a new sociology of societies organized around
antisocial values, which ultimately lead to societal and planetary selfdestruction. Most of the sociopathic behaviors are perfectly legal and are
perpetrated by governments, financial institutions, and corporate
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capitalism.Focusing on the United States, Derber connects the dots of
Wall Street meltdown, guns and murder, uninhibited greed, the 1% and
the 99%, a new crisis of unemployable surplus people, Hurricane Sandy
and global warming, cheating scandals, and more including the war on
democracy itself.Although the book brings together a breathtaking set of
stories of a system run wild, it also offers hope, showing pathways for
confronting and avoiding the many ways a society can commit sociocide.
FEATURES OF THE BOOK"
Access and Mediation - Maren Wehrle 2022-02-07
This volume proposes an interdisciplinary framework that views
attention from a particular angle: as a means of accessing, that is,
disclosing the world in a practical and meaningful way. Moreover, it
investigates how this access is concretely mediated (by technology,
culture, environmental conditions). The book is structured in the
following two parts: 1) Attention and Access The first section is
concerned with attention as such. What is attention and what does it do?
A common thread between the expected contributions addresses
attention as a directional disclosing process, opening up a possibility of
access to the world. This section brings contributions from a cognitive
psychology/neuroscience into dialogue with phenomenology and
philosophy of mind; and links attention research to new paradigms, such
as predictive coding, and 4e cognition. 2) Attention and Mediation The
second section tackles the question of how this disclosing process may
work. Concrete disclosing is always framed by different factors and
frames the world. The contributions in this section spell out the different
ways in which attention is mediated and shaped by technology,
situations, sociality etc., and the ways in which attention mediates our
access to the world.
Sociology in Everyday Life - David A. Karp 2016-03-04
Over multiple successful editions, this distinctive text puts day-to-day life
under the microscope of sociological analysis, providing an engaging
treatment of situations and interactions that are resonant with readers’
daily experiences. Clearly written and well-researched, it reveals the
underlying patterns and order of everyday life, employing both seminal
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classical works and contemporary analyses that define and embrace the
theories and methods of symbolic interactionism. The latest edition
provides fresh insights into patterns of behavior across a wide range of
settings and circumstances, connecting our individual “selves” to such
issues as the effects of power differentials on social situations, changing
definitions of intimacy, varied experiences of aging and the life course,
and the ongoing search for meaning. Boxed inserts highlight topics of
related interest, while thought-provoking discussion questions encourage
readers to apply chapter content to their daily experiences.
Selected Papers of the Association for Teacher Education in
Europe Spring Conference 2015 - Linda Daniela 2016-12-14
The Association for Teacher Education in Europe (ATEE) is a non-profit
European organisation, with the aim of enhancing the quality of teacher
education in Europe and supporting the professional development of
teachers and teacher educators at all levels. The contents of this book
represent the best papers presented at the 2015 ATEE Spring
Conference, a forum at which European teacher educators could learn
from each other and also from experiences, research and ideas from
outside Europe. As such, this book will serve to stimulate dialogue
among teacher educators, researchers on teacher education, students,
teachers, employers, politicians, supervisory bodies, NGOs and other
groups involved in teacher education and research and innovation in
teacher education.
Crime, Inequality and Power - Eileen B. Leonard 2015-04-10
Crime, Inequality and Power challenges the dominant definitions of
crime and the criminal through its uniquely comparative approach. In
this book Eileen Leonard analyzes multiple forms of criminal behavior in
the United States, including violence, sexual assault, theft, and drug law
violations, whilst also asking readers to consider the parallels between
crimes that are rarely thought comparable. Leonard’s juxtaposition of
familiar street crimes, such as car theft, alongside large-scale corporate
theft, vividly exposes profound inequalities in the way crime is defined,
and the treatment it receives within the criminal justice system.
Leonard’s analysis also reveals the underlying inequalities of race, class,
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and gender which enable the perpetuation of such crimes, as well as
calling into question the reality of fundamental American ideals of
fairness and equal justice. Moreover, the book questions whether current
policies that punish street crime excessively while minimizing the crimes
of the powerful, fail to keep the public safe. A broader consideration of
crime, and the inequalities that underlie it, offers a fresh opportunity to
rethink public policies and enduring issues of crime and criminal justice.
Challenging the many persistent inequalities in the perception of and
response to crime, this critique of American crime and punishment will
be of interest to undergraduate and postgraduate students, as well as
scholars, in the fields of criminology, sociology and law.
The Life of I Updated Edition - Anne Manne 2015-08-03
Far from being the work of a madman, Anders Breivik's murderous
rampage in Norway was the action of an extreme narcissist. As the dead
lay around him, he held up a finger asking for a Band-Aid. Written with
the pace of a psychological thriller, The Life of I is a compelling account
of the rise of narcissism in individuals and society. Manne examines the
Lance Armstrong doping scandal and the alarming rise of sexual assaults
in sport and the military, as well as the vengeful killings of Elliot Rodger
in California. She looks at narcissism in the pursuit of fame and our
obsession with 'making it'. She goes beyond the usual suspects of social
media and celebrity culture to the deeper root of the issue: how a new
narcissistic character-type is being fuelled by a cult of the self and the
pursuit of wealth in a hypercompetitive consumer society. The Life of I
also offers insights from the latest work in psychology, looking at how
narcissism develops. But Manne also shows that there is an alternative:
how to transcend narcissism, to be fully alive to the presence of others;
how to create a world where love and care are no longer turned inward.
Quick Emotional Intelligence Activities for Busy Managers - Adele Lynn
2007-01-29
"In a team situation, many issues -- like lack of trust and commitment,
unresolved conflicts, and the inability of individuals to understand how
their actions impact the rest of the team -- can stop even the most
promising groups from delivering great results. This simple, easy-to-use
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book gives managers, supervisors, and team leaders activities to help
their teams overcome emotional obstacles and become more effective.
Readers will find powerful, proven exercises they can use to help
employees: * identify individual and team mood * deal with anger and
emotional triggers * avert, rather than avoid, conflict * encourage
communication * overcome fear and other obstacles * understand and
manage competition * honor differences * assess team strengths and
weaknesses * pick up on cues from teammates * control the emotional
climate of the team Each activity is followed by a discussion of its
purpose, how to use it, and a list of post-activity questions to help solidify
each lesson. This practical, effective collection of proven exercises will
elicit the best from any team."
Modern Privacy - Harry Blatterer 2010-10-06
Modern Privacies addresses emergent transformations of privacy in
western societies from a multidisciplinary and international perspective.
It examines social and cultural trends in new media, feminism, law, work
and intimacy which indicate that our perceptions, evaluations and
enactments of privacy in constant flux.
What People Want - Michael Shamiyeh 2005
Architects today are increasingly subject to the dictates of the free
market, globalism, and the gradual privatization of state institutions.
Indeed, pressure to alter their projects to conform to market forces and
popular taste has never been greater. Must successful design correspond
to the wishes of the masses? On what exactly are the trends and
expectations of the general public based? Is design always a response
against popular trends or can adapting to popular tendencies also
generate the potential to create a better living environment?What People
Want is an examination of the concept of populism by internationally
known contributors such as Diller - Scofidio, Kas Oosterhuis, Bill
Moggridge (IDEO), and bestselling author Thomas Frank.
The Pursuit of Attention - Charles Derber 2000-06-29
Man is a social animal, but - in this age of rampant attention-getting and
'ego-surfing' (or, scanning the Internet for occurrences of one's own
name) - perhaps aggressively or competitively social would be a better
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description. This useful and popular volume, now in a second edition that
features major new introductory and concluding essays, entertainingly
ponders this proposition. Charles Derber argues that there is a general
lack of social support in today's America, one which causes people to vie
hungrily for attention. Little wonder, then, that we should so often
employ various techniques to turn the course of a given conversation
back to ourselves. Illustrating 'conversational narcissism' with sample
dialogues that will seem disturbingly familiar to all readers, this book
analyses the pursuit of attention in conversation—as well as in politics
and celebrity culture—and demonstrates the ultimate importance of
gender, class, and racial differences in competing for attention.
Government Gone Wild - Benjamin Robert Sill 2016-01-31
There is a battle raging between Wall Street and the Government to see
if Wall Street can be greedier than the government can be stupid. It’s a
close race. When your government encourages debt and favors investors
and speculators over working people, things can’t end well. Make no
mistake, it was the government and its supposed arm’s length lackey, the
Federal Reserve, who made the rich richer and our country a shadow of
its former self. Even though governments many times start out with good
intentions, they gradually end up serving their own needs and protecting
their turf. The main thrust is to get reelected and protect their power
and wealth. Instead of serving the people, the people are manipulated. It
seems as though the government could get some of these things right.
There’s the question of Inflation, Inequality, foreign policy (Stick our
nose in other peoples’ business. Creating wars, catering to the Military
Industrial Complex, Immigration, spending out of control, poor
educational policies, a broken welfare system, bank favoritism, and
getting involved in abortion and gay rights (what’s that all about?)
Hidden Power - Charles Derber 2005-10-05
Political parties and elections are increasingly political theatre, with real
power hidden behind a smokescreen of propaganda, carefully
manipulated cultural and religious wars, and voting rituals. But there is
another kind of hidden power in America: the grassroots social
movements working for progressive change. If the Democratic Party can
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ally with these movements, America can be returned to its people.
Derber sees American history as a succession of regimes, each spanning
several administrations. Since the end of the Civil War, regimes of
hidden power, in which corporate interests control both parties behind
the scenes, have alternated with more open, inclusive and democratic
regimes. Derber details how and why these hidden power systems finally
collapsed and what determined the types of regimes that succeeded
them. Hidden Power reveals how the current regime, possibly the most
corporate in history, has maintained power by intensifying the red/blue
culture wars, supporting religious extremists, exploiting terrorism fears,
and manipulating the electoral process. Will this latest corporate regime
be replaced by one that is more progressive? Or it could turn even
further right and yield to something even worse, a uniquely American
form of fascism? The best hope for positive change lies in an alliance
between the Democratic Party and the grass roots progressive
movements that, Derber shows, have always been the catalysts for
change. Hidden Power concludes with an impassioned argument for why
this would be in the Democrats' best interests, as well as the country's,
and a detailed program for exactly how to go about it. Thoughtful,
eloquent, and compelling, Hidden Power offers real hope for restoring
genuine democracy to America.
The Listening Shift - Janie van Hool 2021-06-28
In organizations, it’s a miracle our conversations get us anywhere at all –
we are constantly distracted by goals, consumed by the draw of emails,
multi-tasking in everything that we do. We rush from meeting to
meeting, from call to call. We don’t take breaks and we work on the
move. Even our downtime is stimulated – videos, social media, noise. We
spend about 80% of our day involved in communicating and at least half
of that should be listening and yet only 2% of people have ever had any
formal training in how to listen. This book supports leaders by showing
them how to cut through the noise and listen expertly. It is a constructive
toolkit for raising the game in communication with strategies, tools and
techniques to implement with confidence. Discover: · How to find out
how people are feeling. · How to set up different modalities of listening in
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your business. · How to determine what kind of listener you want to be. ·
How to implement practical tools – using short, medium and longer-term
strategies. · How to help others listen to you more fully. In a world of
remote working, where we need to acknowledge different and minority
voices, and where leaders are juggling uncertainty with so many
challenges to solve, expertise in listening and communicating in a way
that supports listening are more important than ever. The Listening Shift
provides the tools you need to create a listening environment where
colleagues feel heard and acknowledged, and yet they understand clearly
how to move forward.
Introduction to the 5th Way - Addison C. Arthur 2007-04
Better Sundays Begin on Monday - David W. Manner 2020-09-15
Reviewing game film is a discipline that sports teams often incorporate
after each game. Teams watch game videos to identify mistakes, make
adjustments, consider radical changes, and highlight successes. The goal
of this analysis is to facilitate individual and team improvements that will
positively affect subsequent games. The fundamental reason why a team
needs adjustments is not always evident in the middle of the game. But
evaluating important elements after a game gives coaches and players
the opportunity to review individual plays and players in a more relaxed
setting away from the time constraints and pressures of the game. So
why aren’t pastors and worship teams incorporating similar evaluative
practices? Implementing a collaborative process of analyzing worship
services or planning for upcoming services requires a deep level of
humility, trust, and shared accountability. It also requires selfless leaders
who are willing to sacrifice their own ideas and interests for the greater
worshiping good of the congregation. Better Sundays Begin on Mondays
offers foundational worship considerations to help leadership teams ask
questions evaluatively rather than defensively. These weekly reflections
encourage worship leaders and their teams to think beyond style to
biblical and theological worship content.
Digital Anthropology - Heather A. Horst 2020-05-26
Anthropology has two main tasks: to understand what it is to be human
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and to examine how humanity is manifested differently in the diversity of
culture. These tasks have gained new impetus from the extraordinary
rise of the digital. This book brings together several key anthropologists
working with digital culture to demonstrate just how productive an
anthropological approach to the digital has already become. Through a
range of case studies from Facebook to Second Life to Google Earth,
Digital Anthropology explores how human and digital can be defined in
relation to one another, from avatars and disability; cultural differences
in how we use social networking sites or practise religion; the practical
consequences of the digital for politics, museums, design, space and
development to new online world and gaming communities. The book
also explores the moral universe of the digital, from new anxieties to
open-source ideals. Digital Anthropology reveals how only the intense
scrutiny of ethnography can overturn assumptions about the impact of
digital culture and reveal its profound consequences for everyday life.
Combining the clarity of a textbook with an engaging style which conveys
a passion for these new frontiers of enquiry, this book is essential
reading for students and scholars of anthropology, media studies,
communication studies, cultural studies and sociology.
The Failure of Common Knowledge (LFB) Brought to Light - J. Scott Kenney 2016-04-02
Secret societies are becoming increasingly controversial—thrust into
public awareness by popular books, films, the Internet, and a host of
recent documentaries. In academia, this exposure finds a parallel in the
proliferation of research, institutes, and conferences. Yet the media
depictions tend to be caricatures, a playing to pervasive stereotypes for
public consumption, while the academic stress historical and philological
matters. Indeed, to the extent a sociological focus exists, it largely
emphasizes the roles these groups played in social history. And for the
societies’ members themselves, there has been a paucity of work on the
contemporary meaning of these groups—a neglect made mystifying by
the vast social changes that have taken place over the past century. In
this study, and for the first time by any scholar, Kenney moves beyond
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history and applies the methods and theoretical tools of contemporary
sociology to study the lived world of freemasons in today’s society. To
provide a clear portrait of the patterned experiences of contemporary
freemasons and the issues faced by “the Craft” today, Kenney draws on
qualitative data from three primary sources: (1) extensive interviews
with 121 contemporary freemasons in Newfoundland and Nova Scotia;
(2) video footage shot for a feature film on contemporary freemasonry;
and (3) his observations and experiences in nearly fifteen years as a
freemason. Brought to Light provides a highly original contribution to
sociology, Masonic scholarship, and the social sciences generally.
Rich, Free, and Miserable - John Brueggemann 2010-08-16
Compared to much of the rest of the world, America and its citizens are
rich. But many people are also deeply miserable—at work, at home, or
both. In this provocative book, author John Brueggemann unpacks why
so many people are struggling, both emotionally and financially, in a
nation that looks so prosperous on the surface. From a hospital patient
reduced to a balance sheet to a parent working such long hours that he
misses dinner, Brueggemann argues that market thinking has permeated
every corner of our lives. In the pursuit of more and better, relationships
erode, to the detriment of individuals, communities, and the nation as a
whole. Rich, Free, and Miserable not only outlines these pressing social
problems, but also offers practical suggestions for people looking to
make a positive change.
Property, Freedom, and Society: Essays in Honor of Hans-Hermann
Hoppe Red Flags - Wendy L. Patrick, PhD 2015-05-05
We all need emotional blinders: the etiquette that keeps society smoothly
moving depends on it. But when you absolutely must rely on another
person, you have to be able to assess them objectively. In RED FLAGS,
author Wendy L. Patrick shares simple strategies anyone can use to spot
deceptive or downright dangerous people who use ingratiation and social
convention to draw in and lull victims. Readers will learn how even the
most skeptical of us use rose-colored lenses on those around us, in three
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sections:-Blinded by Desire-from the alluring lenses of attraction and
positive attention to the blindness of marital "bliss" and the distorted
lens of delusion-Overlooking Red Flags in a Professional Setting-how
reassuring proximity and the false security of credibility and similarity
can lead to costly mistakes -Be Afraid of What You Can't See-the ultimate
cost of wearing emotional blinders around the truly disturbed/criminal,
from sexual predation to domestic abuse, stalking and cyberstalking.
Readers will learn how to:-avoid selective attention-observe people over
time (bad guys rely on first impressions)-ask questions: most people's
favorite topic is themselves-cybersleuth to verify information and track
down inconsistencies You need this book if you:-want to know if a
potential boyfriend is trustworthy-are interviewing or hiring new
employees-are selecting anyone to take care of your children-are lending
money or property-have partners in business
The Pursuit of Attention - Charles Derber 2000-06-15
"Enough about me," goes the old saying, "what about you? What do you
think about me?" Hence the pursuit of attention is alive and well. Even
the Oxford English Dictionary reveals a modern coinage to reflect the
chase in our technological age: "ego-surfing"--searching the Internet for
occurrences of your own name. What is the cause of this obsessive need
for others' recognition? This useful and popular volume, now in a second
edition that features major new introductory and concluding essays,
entertainingly ponders this question. Derber argues that there is a
general lack of social support in today's America, one which causes
people to vie hungrily for attention, and he shows how individuals will
often employ numerous techniques to turn the course of a conversation
towards themselves. Illustrating this "conversational narcissism" with
sample dialogues that will seem disturbingly familiar to all readers, this
book analyzes the pursuit of attention in conversation--as well as in
politics and celebrity culture--and demonstrates the ultimate importance
of gender, class, and racial differences in competing for attention.
Derber shows how changes in the economy and culture--such as the
advent of the Internet--have intensified the rampant individualism and
egotism of today. And finally, in a new afterword, he focuses on
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solutions: how to restructure the economy and culture to humanize
ourselves and increase the capacity for community, empathy, and
attention-giving.
Interpersonal Relationships - Diana Jackson-Dwyer 2013-10-15
With a more specific focus than the all-encompassing textbook, each title
in the Foundations of Psychology series enables students who are new to
psychology to get to grips with a key area of psychological research,
while also developing an understanding of basic concepts, debates, and
research methodologies. In this book Diana Jackson-Dwyer presents an
introductory survey of classic and recent research on relationships and
the theories that underpin them. The book starts with a brief overview of
the place of relationships within the history of psychology and of their
evolutionary roots: our need to belong, to attach and to affiliate. After a
look at methodology, it considers different types of relationships: kinship,
friendship, loving and mating. Theories are advanced to explain the
formation, maintenance and breakdown of relationships. The book draws
on a wide array of contemporary research, and covers issues ranging
from rising divorce rates to cultural variations in mating patterns, the
issue of gay marriage, and the effect of the internet on relationships.
Each chapter contains numerous pedagogical features which will help
students to engage with the material: Chapter-specific learning
objectives and summaries of key points Study boxes presenting reflective
exercises, research questions, and issues for discussion Glossaries and
suggestions for further reading Assuming no prior knowledge of the
subject, Interpersonal Relationships provides an accessible and up-todate overview of this vibrant area of psychology. The book will be ideal
reading for students who are new to higher-level study - whether at
school, college or university, and will also be useful for first-year
undergraduate students taking introductory courses in psychology.
Attention and its Crisis in Digital Society - Enrico Campo 2022-05-09
In the context of debates surrounding the effects of new technologies on
our mental faculties, particularly the attention span, this volume
addresses the notion of a deterioration of attention, and the related ideas
of cognitive overload, an inability to concentrate, and attention deficit
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disorder. Through a new conceptualization of attention based not on
individualistic or universalistic approaches, but centered instead on the
cultural and social variability of cognitive processes and the multiplicity
of forces and environments that encourage, stimulate, and inhibit certain
cognitive mechanisms, the author rejects the idea of a degradation or
crisis of attention and proposes an alternative vision of the problem of
attention in contemporary societies. Placing cultural conventions, social
norms, and ecological environments at the forefront of our
understanding of individual and collective attention, Attention and its
Crisis in Digital Society will appeal to scholars of sociology, psychology,
and philosophy with interests in social theory, cognitive processes, and
the criticisms often levelled at digital society and new technologies.
Collabetition - Taiwo Odunsi 2006-04-20
Welcome to the Creative Era where people are competing more,
collaborating more, and connecting more. In a global economy
dependent on creativity, they can now discover how to become more
effective. Using Collabetition's three basic principles, Odunsi uses a
cause and effect template to show readers how to draw links between
key behaviors and the creative process.
Hidden in Plain Sight - Eviatar Zerubavel 2015
While examining its neuro-cognitive hardware, psychology usually
ignores the socio-cognitive software underlying human attention. Yet
although it is nature that equips us with our sense organs, it is
nevertheless society that shapes the way we actually use them. The book
explores the social underpinnings of attention, the way in which we focus
our attention (and thereby notice and ignore things) not just as
individuals and as humans but also as social beings, members of
particular communities with specific traditions and conventions of
attending to certain parts of reality while ignoring others.
Red Flags - Wendy L. Patrick 2015-05-05
A Southern California district attorney and the team leader in the Sex
Crimes and Stalking Division of the San Diego County District Attorney's
Office shows readers how to remove emotional blinders through simple
strategies that will help them spot deceptive or downright dangerous
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people.
The Best Place to Work - Ron Friedman 2014
Based on the latest research from the field of psychology, economics,
neurobiology, marketing and evolutionary anthropology, an awardwinning psychologist, providing counterintuitive revelation and
actionable recommendations, show readers how to achieve workplace
happiness, creativity and success. 30,000 first printing.
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Surveillance, Security, and Privacy - Bruce A.
Arrigo 2016-06-15
Although surveillance hit the headlines with revelations by Edward
Snowden that the National Security Agency had been tracking phone
calls worldwide, surveillance of citizens by their governments actually
has been conducted for centuries. Only now, with the advent of modern
technologies, it has exponentially evolved so that today you can barely
step out your door without being watched or recorded in some way. In
addition to the political and security surveillance unveiled by the
Snowden revelations, think about corporate surveillance: each swipe of
your ID card to enter your office is recorded, not to mention your
Internet activity. Or economic surveillance: what you buy online or with a
credit card is recorded and your trip to the supermarket is videotaped.
Drive through a tollbooth, and your license plate is recorded. Simply
walk down a street and your image is recorded again and again and
again. Where does this begin and end? In all levels of social structure,
from the personal to the political to the economic to the judicial, The
SAGE Encyclopedia of Surveillance, Security, and Privacy uncovers and
explains how surveillance has come to be an integral part of how our
contemporary society operates worldwide and how it impacts our
security and privacy Key features include: Approximately 450 signed
entries from contributors around the globe Further readings and crossreferences conclude each article to guide students further as they
explore a topic A Reader's Guide organizes entries by broad thematic
areas
Deeper Learning - James A. Bellanca 2014-11-14
Education authorities from around the globe explore deeper learning, a
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process that promotes higher-order thinking, reasoning, and problem
solving to better educate students and prepare them for college and
careers. Relying on research as well as their own experience, the authors
show how to use intensive curriculum, instruction, assessment, and
leadership practices to meet the needs of 21st century learners.
The Attention Economy - Thomas H. Davenport 2001-04-30
In today's information-flooded world, the scarcest resource is not ideas
or even talent: it's attention. In this groundbreaking book, Thomas
Davenport and John Beck argue that unless companies learn to
effectively capture, manage, and keep it--both internally and out in the
marketplace--they'll fall hopelessly behind. In The Attention Economy,
the authors also outline four perspectives on managing attention in all
areas of business: 1) measuring attention 2) understanding the
psychobiology of attention 3) using attention technologies to structure
and protect attention 4) adapting lessons from traditional attention
industries like advertising. Drawing from exclusive global research, the
authors show how a few pioneering organizations are turning attention
management into a potent competitive advantage and recommend what
attention-deprived companies should do to avoid losing employees,
customers, and market share. A landmark work on the twenty-first
century's new critical competency, this book is for every manager who
wants to learn how to earn and spend the new currency of business.
Small Acts of Leadership - G. Shawn Hunter 2016-10-04
In business today, there is no offline and there is no downtime.
Professionals are both exhausted and depleted. Being constantly
tethered to our work through technology makes us overwhelmed and
shortsighted, and deprives us of time for meaningful reflection or
thoughtful connection to our professional communities, and often even to
our own families. For us to thrive-not simply survive-in this accelerating
economy, we need to adopt small, intentional behaviors and practice
them each day. From simply taking care of our rest and exercise to
building our self-confidence and embracing challenges, author Shawn
Hunter's latest book Small Acts of Leadership will guide you through a
series of incremental steps you can take to build a stronger version of
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yourself and make a broader impact in the world. Weaving in personal
life stories and meaningful interviews with business leaders around the
world, Hunter presents the reader with twelve critical competencies that
are consistently present in the daily behaviors of today's most successful
leaders.
The Pursuit of Attention - Charles Derber 1979
"Enough about me," goes the old saying, "what about you? What do you
think about me?" Hence the pursuit of attention is alive and well. Even
the Oxford English Dictionary reveals a modern coinage to reflect the
chase in our technological age: "ego-surfing"--searching the Internet for
occurrences of your own name. What is the cause of this obsessive need
for others' recognition? This useful and popular volume, now in a second
edition that features major new introductory and concluding essays,
entertainingly ponders this question. Derber argues that there is a
general lack of social support in today's America, one which causes
people to vie hungrily for attention, and he shows how individuals will
often employ numerous techniques to turn the course of a conversation
towards themselves. Illustrating this "conversational narcissism" with
sample dialogues that will seem disturbingly familiar to all readers, this
book analyzes the pursuit of attention in conversation--as well as in
politics and celebrity culture--and demonstrates the ultimate importance
of gender, class, and racial differences in competing for attention.
Derber shows how changes in the economy and culture--such as the
advent of the Internet--have intensified the rampant individualism and
egotism of today. And finally, in a new afterword, he focuses on
solutions: how to restructure the economy and culture to humanize
ourselves and increase the capacity for community, empathy, and
attention-giving.
Everyday Surveillance - William G. Staples 2013-10-18
When we think of surveillance in our society, we usually imagine “Big
Brother” scenarios with the government tracking our every move. The
actual surveillance of our everyday lives is much more subtle, however,
and may be more insidious. William G. Staples shows how our lives are
tracked by both public and private organizations—sometimes with our
the-pursuit-of-attention-power-and-ego-in-everyday-life-by-charles-derber-professor-of-sociology-boston-college

consent, and sometimes without—through our internet use, cell phones,
public video cameras, credit cards, license plates, shopping habits, and
more. Everyday Surveillance is a provocative exploration of the myriad
ways we are watched each day, and how this surveillance shapes our
lives. Thoroughly revised, the second edition considers new topics, such
as the rise of social media, and updates research throughout. Everyday
Surveillance introduces students to concepts of social control and incites
classroom discussion about how surveillance impacts the ways we
understand people and our lives at home, work, school, or in the
community.
Windows into the Soul - Gary T. Marx 2016-05-31
We live in an age saturated with surveillance. Our personal and public
lives are increasingly on display for governments, merchants, employers,
hackers—and the merely curious—to see. In Windows into the Soul, Gary
T. Marx, a central figure in the rapidly expanding field of surveillance
studies, argues that surveillance itself is neither good nor bad, but that
context and comportment make it so. In this landmark book, Marx sums
up a lifetime of work on issues of surveillance and social control by
disentangling and parsing the empirical richness of watching and being
watched. Using fictional narratives as well as the findings of social
science, Marx draws on decades of studies of covert policing, computer
profiling, location and work monitoring, drug testing, caller
identification, and much more, Marx gives us a conceptual language to
understand the new realities and his work clearly emphasizes the
paradoxes, trade-offs, and confusion enveloping the field. Windows into
the Soul shows how surveillance can penetrate our social and personal
lives in profound, and sometimes harrowing, ways. Ultimately, Marx
argues, recognizing complexity and asking the right questions is
essential to bringing light and accountability to the darker, more
iniquitous corners of our emerging surveillance society. For more
information, please see www.garymarx.net.
Cyberpsychology and New Media - Andrew Power 2013-10-01
Cyberpsychology is the study of human interactions with the internet,
mobile computing and telephony, games consoles, virtual reality,
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artificial intelligence, and other contemporary electronic technologies.
The field has grown substantially over the past few years and this book
surveys how researchers are tackling the impact of new technology on
human behaviour and how people interact with this technology.
Examining topics as diverse as online dating, social networking, online
communications, artificial intelligence, health-information seeking
behaviour, education online, online therapies and cybercrime,
Cyberpsychology and New Media book provides an in-depth overview of
this burgeoning field, and allows those with little previous knowledge to
gain an appreciation of the diversity of the research being undertaken in
the area. Arranged thematically and structured for accessibility,
Cyberpsychology and New Media will be essential reading for
researchers and students in Social Psychology and Cyberpsychology, and
in Communication and Media Studies.
Regime Change Begins at Home - Charles Derber 2004-07
Since 1980, America has been run by a corporate regime that has coopted both political parties and shifted sovereignty from "we the people"
to trans-national corporations. The result has been job insecurity for
millions of workers, debts as far as the eye can see, and a dangerous
quest for global domination. Democracy itself has been undermined and
the Constitution weakened. This regime must be overturned! And, as
Charles Derber demonstrates in his provocative new book, it can be.
After all, Derber points out, there have been other corporate regimes in
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American history, although this latest version is by far the most extreme.
Still, the corporate regimes of the Gilded Age and Roaring Twenties were
overturned. To create regime change again, it will require bold, creative
strategies, uniting progressives and conservatives in a new politics,
which Derber outlines in detail. Regime Change Begins at Home exposes
the many lies the corporate regime has used to maintain itself
throughout its history, from the Cold War to the Iraq war, with a
particular emphasis on how the Bush administration has cynically sought
to, as Condelezza Rice once put it, "capitalize on the opportunities"
presented by 9/11. Derber reveals how the Bush administration has used
the so-called "war on terror" to frighten and distract the public. But
regime change is possible. In Part III, Derber lays out the vision of a new
regime, describing the social movements now fighting to achieve it, and
the major new political realignment-one spanning the traditional
conservative-liberal divide-that can make it happen. Derber does not
minimize the difficulty of the task ahead, but he offers hope and specific,
sophisticated, often surprising advice for defeating the regime and
returning America to its citizens.
Longing and Belonging - Allison J. Pugh 2009-02-02
Looks at children's desire for the latest and newest toy and the parents
who continue to supply them.
Love, and the things you didn't know but need to... - steven norton
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